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Abstract

In vitro culturing of endometrial cells obtained from the uterine mucosa or ectopic sites is used to study molecular and cellular signalling relevant to physiologic and pathologic reproductive conditions. However, the lack of consensus on standard operating procedures for deriving, characterising and maintaining primary cells in two- or three-dimensional cultures from eutopic or ectopic endometrium may be hindering progress in this area of research. Guidance for unbiased in vitro research methodologies in the field of reproductive science remains essential to increase confidence in the reliability of in vitro models. We present herein the protocol for a Delphi process to develop a consensus on in vitro methodologies using endometrial cells (ENDOCELL-Seud Project). A steering committee composed of leading scientists will select critical methodologies, topics and items that need to be harmonised and that will be included in a survey. An enlarged panel of experts (ENDOCELL-Seud Working Group) will be invited to participate in the survey and provide their ratings to the items to be harmonised. According to Delphi, an iterative investigation method will be adopted. Recommended measures will be finalised by the steering committee. The study received full ethical approval from the Ethical Committee of the Maastricht University (ref. FHML-REC/2021/103). The study findings will be available in both peer-reviewed articles and will also be disseminated to appropriate audiences at relevant conferences.
Lay summary

Patient-derived cells cultured in the lab are simple and cost-effective methods used to study biological and dysfunctional or disease processes. These tools are frequently used in the field of reproductive medicine. However, the lack of clear recommendations and standardised methodology to guide the laboratory work of researchers can produce results that are not always reproducible and sometimes are incorrect. To remedy this situation, we define here a method to ascertain if researchers who routinely culture cells in the lab agree or disagree on the optimal laboratory techniques. This method will be used to make recommendations for future researchers working in the field of reproductive biology to reproducibly culture endometrial cells in the laboratory.
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Introduction

In vitro culturing of healthy and diseased cells is widely used to study relevant pathophysiological molecular and cellular events. These methodologies contribute to the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of disease and the identification of therapeutic targets and biomarkers. In vitro cultures bear great potential for further development thanks to recent advances in three-dimensional culture systems, co-culturing methods and organ-on-chip technologies (Valdov et al. 2021, Zhou et al. 2021, Hammel et al. 2022).

Despite the promise of these methodologies, it is widely recognised that studies can be biased when the primary material is not obtained in a standardised manner or rigorously characterised, potentially resulting in reporting of erroneous observations in model systems that do no longer represent the tissue of origin. Along these lines, data from cell culture repositories indicate that a consistent percentage of cultures used for experimental research contain contaminating species or cell types (Romano et al. 2020).

A paradigmatic example in the field of reproductive biology is the use of cell cultures established from the endometrium (uterine mucosa) or endometrial implants at ectopic sites, namely endometriosis or adenomyosis (Khan et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2015, Cook et al. 2017, Maybin et al. 2017, Lucciola et al. 2020, Romano et al. 2020, Rawlings et al. 2021, Song & Fazleabas 2021, Yu et al. 2021). Among other applications, endometrial cell cultures are frequently used to generate in vitro models to study the morphological and molecular basis of embryo implantation. Also, primary cells from ectopic implants are commonly employed as preclinical research models of endometriosis or adenomyosis (Zhang et al. 2017, Mc Cormack et al. 2021).

There is no consensus on standardised operating procedures (SOPs) for obtaining, characterising or culturing primary cells derived from the endometrium or ectopic lesions. There are also no clear quality standards established or recommended in the current literature. Most laboratories use in-house protocols with little or no harmonisation across institutions or laboratories. A recent systematic analysis of the protocols used to isolate primary endometriotic cells showed that most studies do not reference the methods used, while others isolate endometriotic cells using protocols developed for endometrium, which may incompletely recapitulate ectopic lesions (Romano et al. 2020). In addition, the cell lineage and the phenotypic characterisations of primary material are frequently inadequate, thus amplifying the risk of contamination by non-endometrial cells or of culturing dedifferentiated endometrial cells that do not retain an endometrial phenotype. In the case of endometriosis, moreover, despite ample evidence suggesting that different disease subtypes have different or even disparate cellular or molecular signatures/functions, most published studies uses a single lesion type that was most conveniently obtained (in most cases, endometrioma) but generalizes the conclusions to all subtypes of endometriosis nonetheless (Romano et al. 2020). Consequently, there is poor consistency in the reported findings across studies and a limited confidence in the reliability of in vitro models.

To remedy this situation, the ENDOCELL-Seud (indicated as ‘ENDOCELL’ in the rest of the study) project was designed to solicit expert opinions to determine the validity of different methods used to isolate, culture and characterise primary cells from endometrium, endometriosis and adenomyosis and to establish SOPs (Sinha et al. 2011). The ENDOCELL project is based on
the Delphi method, an iterative investigation method, which, through a series of evaluation stages aims to bring together the most comprehensive opinion, shared in single statements. The tool is commonly used when a consensus on a specific topic needs to be obtained to fill the gap due to the absence of SOPs or guidelines (Coticchio et al. 2021, Braungart et al. 2022, Hohmann 2022). The ENDOCELL project aims to provide clear guidance to researchers on unbiased in vitro methodologies to further the field of reproductive science. The protocol to harness the opinion of experts and to arrive at consensus opinions on the topics debated is described herein.

**Project oversight ENDOCELL Steering Committee**

The project was initiated by the ENDOCELL project coordinator (SWG) and the two facilitators (AR and PV). The project is overseen by the international ENDOCELL steering committee of 12 leading scientists, selected by the coordinator based on publication records and relevant expertise in the field. The ENDOCELL steering committee developed the present protocol, it will follow all phases in the implementation of the protocol and committee members are co-authors of this manuscript. The steering committee works via a series of web-based meetings, which are recorded and can be viewed on demand by committee members. Minutes of the meetings are prepared and circulated. An overview of the ENDOCELL project is outlined in Fig. 1.

**Stage 1. Identification of methodologies and items to harmonise**

The first stage in the ENDOCELL project was to define the in vitro methodologies in endometrial research needing harmonisation. The ENDOCELL steering committee identified 11 methodologies for which a consensus is lacking, that is, the establishment and maintenance of (1) primary endometrial cells, (2) normal endometrial cell lines, (3) primary endometriotic cells, (4) primary adenomyotic cells, (5) primary myometrial cells, (6) endometriotic cell lines, (7) epithelial organoids, (8) epithelial and stroma organoid (assembloids), (9) spheroids, (10) 3D culture and cell printing, (11) progenitor stem cells, (12) uterine/endometrial-specific endothelial cells and (13) uterine/endometrial-specific immune cells (Table 1). Subsequently, the steering committee will define items in the methodologies that vary across laboratories. The identification and selection of these items will be guided by the expertise of the committee members together with the outcome of a recent systematic review conducted by the ENDOCELL facilitators, which highlighted critical steps in commonly used in vitro procedures (Romano et al. 2020). In addition, in compliance with similar initiatives in clinical research (Williamson et al. 2017) and translational/basic research (Taylor et al. 2008, Bustin et al. 2009), the following guiding principles will be considered when evaluating items to be included: (i) reporting of the item should facilitate reproducibility of the studies (i.e. readers should be able to replicate the findings based on the information reported such as culture media and supplements), identifying steps in in vitro procedures that influence reproducibility; (ii) reporting of the item should facilitate assessment of the quality of the study and risk of bias, allowing avoidance of experimental errors (i.e. temperatures and timing between tissue collection and culture, phenotypic characterisation of cultures, set of required biomarkers and functional features to ensure cell lineage characterisation and if needed subpopulation definition), (iii) a minimum set of items will be determined for reporting in studies employing cell cultures derived from eutopic and ectopic endometrium, ensuring adherence to data governance standards (i.e. requirements of minimal patients’ data).

For each item, the steering committee will next identify a series of procedural steps whose definition, reporting and harmonisation are deemed necessary for the guiding principles outlined above to ensure reproducibility, bias assessment and the adoption of minimum standards. For instance, under item ‘culture medium,’ the various kinds of media, supplements, growth factors and antibiotics will be considered (Table 1). Based on the procedural steps identified, the steering committee will create a survey (ENDOCELL survey), consisting of a list of propositions aimed at measuring the consensus for each specific procedural step. For each of the 11 methodologies identified, 1 ENDOCELL survey will be created, with the possibility to combine/merge a number of methodologies into a final single survey.

**Stage 2. Measurement of the consensus across identified methodologies and procedural steps**

Consensus will be measured using a three-step Delphi method (Brown et al. 2021, Govender 2021), originally designed by RAND corporation in 1950 to create an expert opinion and identify lack of consensus around a specific topic (Claeys et al. 2021). The method is based on collecting opinions about specific items from a panel of experts and feeding back anonymously the responses...
Figure 1 Scheme and timeline of the ENDOCELL project. Workflow of the ENDOCELL project related to an example of 1 of the 11 identified methodologies. Stage 1 will last 12 weeks, during which time the steering committee will define the items to be harmonised related to a specific methodology and will prepare the online ENDOCELL survey. During stage 2, four additional weeks will be necessary to define the ENDOCELL working group specific to the methodology. At week 16, the first eDelphi round will be launched and experts will have 4 weeks to respond (until week 20). Data analyses at the end of each round will take 4 weeks; therefore, the third and last eDelphi round will be completed at week 36 (including data analyses). We expect that within an additional 8 weeks the recommendation documents will be ready. Refer to the main text for additional details.
iteratively through several rounds, thus enabling experts to compare the opinions of others together with their own. This method has been extensively used to reach consensus in debated areas of healthcare, ethics, technology and communication. Although variations to the method can be applied, adherence to the Delphi principles is binding: anonymity of responses, iteration and feedback and analysis of the group response. Specifically, for ENDOCELL, we will use an electronic Delphi (eDelphi) method.

**Stage 2a. ENDOCELL surveys**

The level of consensus for each procedural step/proposition will be expressed using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 2 = somewhat agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = somewhat disagree and 5 = strongly disagree), which has already demonstrated consistent outcomes in previous Delphi studies (Akins et al. 2005, Vogel et al. 2019). A free-text box will be provided for general comments on each item (to justify agreements or suggest wording changes), and a free-text box will be provided at the end of the survey to suggest additional checklist items or provide general comments on the checklist (Colonna et al. 2017, Isidori et al. 2019). All surveys will be created and administered using Qualtrics (Provo, USA), a user-friendly, feature-rich web-based survey tool that complies to the privacy laws and General Data Protection Regulation.

**Stage 2b. ENDOCELL Working Group (expert panel)**

An additional task of the steering committee will be to define the ENDOCELL Working Group, the panel of experts who will be invited to complete the online ENDOCELL survey(s). The ENDOCELL Working Group will be compiled based on a combination of purposive sampling and literature review-based sampling. PubMed searches will be performed prior to launching the ENDOCELL survey specific to each methodology. First and last authors of the papers will be identified as potential members of the ENDOCELL Working Group and duplicate names/authors will be excluded. The generated list of experts will be evaluated by the ENDOCELL steering committee who will prioritise the identified experts according to their suitability in participating to the survey. The steering committee can also add further names. Members of the ENDOCELL Working Group will be recruited from both academic and industrial sectors.

Depending on the methodology/survey, 150–300 ENDOCELL Working Group members will be invited to participate in the survey. Individuals who wish to opt out of the survey will be removed from subsequent invitations. Participants will be blinded to identities of other individuals in the group, and they will not know the specific answers that other individuals provide. The dropout rate based on previous Delphi studies cannot be foreseen in advance given the wide range reported (20–60%) in the literature (Vogel et al. 2019, Mendoza et al. 2022).

**Stage 2c. Participation to the ENDOCELL survey eDelphi rounds 1, 2 and 3**

The ENDOCELL Working Group members will be invited to participate in the survey via a personalised email that explains the objective, the methodology and timelines of this eDelphi protocol. The present protocol (or an extract of it) plus a short video tutorial will also be provided. The ENDOCELL Working Group will be asked to complete three rounds of the eDelphi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodologies</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Procedural steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Primary endometrial cells</td>
<td>For each methodology, items that varies across labs and introduce risks of bias will be defined. E.g.: how to dissect primary tissue from patients; what culture media should be used; how to characterise biomarkers, phenotypic and functional features, etc.</td>
<td>Specific procedural steps related to each item will be defined. E.g.: Item culture medium: what medium; what supplement; what antibiotics; etc. This will lead to the development of the ENDOCELL survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Normal endometrial cell lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Primary endometriosis cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Primary adenomyotic cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Primary myometrial cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Endometriotic cell lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Epithelial organoids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Epithelial and stroma organoid (assembloid)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Spheroids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 3D culture and cell printing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Progenitor stem cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Tissue-specific endothelial cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Tissue-specific immune cells</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Methodologies and items to be harmonised in the ENDOCELL project.
They will have a 4-week period to complete each round of the ENDOCELL survey online. In the first eDelphi round, the ENDOCELL Working Group will be also encouraged to add any missing topics/outcomes/questions using the free-text option (Colonna et al. 2017, Isidori et al. 2019, Vogel et al. 2019, Brown et al. 2021). The ENDOCELL steering committee will also complete the survey. Each participant in the survey will be assigned a unique identifier to anonymise their responses. Following the first eDelphi round, the ENDOCELL facilitators will analyse the data, identify new items suggested by the ENDOCELL Working Group, and modify the ENDOCELL survey if necessary. The complete ENDOCELL steering committee will be involved in final approval of the new version of ENDOCELL survey that will comprise the identical list of propositions from the previous survey version, plus the newly identified items/procedural steps and corresponding formulated propositions (Fig. 1).

The new ENDOCELL survey will be sent to the ENDOCELL Working Group (eDelphi round 2) together with the results of the first survey round. Results will be visualised in an anonymous manner by each panellist together with their own response from the previous survey round. Participants will be asked to reconsider their responses in light of the anonymised Working group’s responses. Results of the ENDOCELL survey round 2 will be analysed, and a third eDelphi round will be performed (Fig. 1).

Stage 3. Data analysis and consensus grading

Data will be analysed by the ENDOCELL steering committee at the end of each eDelphi procedure. Results will be reported as median values of the 5-point Likert agreement scale for each procedural step/proposition in the survey. Consensus will be reached for each procedural step/proposition when the sum of choices 1, 2 and 3 (agree) or 4 and 5 (disagree) reaches 70%. No consensus is reached when the sum of the responses for a negative consensus or a positive consensus is <70%.

The strength of agreement will be measured by the mean absolute deviation from the median (MADM), that is, the average distance of the ratings of each participant from the median, and will be ranked as low (MADM > 1.41), moderate (MADM = 1.08–1.41) and high (MADM < 1.08) (Brown et al. 2021).

Stability of consensus at the end of the eDelphi procedure will be reached if the between round group responses varied by ≤10%.

Recommendation document

The ENDOCELL Steering committee will lead the development of an ENDOCELL reporting guidance based on the results of the eDelphi procedure. Two documents will be developed: (1) the statement paper, presenting the agreed recommendations for harmonisation of each item in a specific methodology and (2) an explanation and elaboration paper describing the process and the results. The explanation and elaboration paper will outline the rationale of the reporting items and signalling questions and will provide examples of how to apply the statements. The draft documents will be made available to the members of SEUD (The Society of Endometriosis and Uterine Disorders) and other the scientific organisations like the World Endometriosis Society, European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE), American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) and European Endometriosis League (EEL) to both obtain comments and suggestions from the scientific community actively engaged in the field and to obtain endorsement by the respective organisations.

Timeline

As outlined in Fig. 1, the creation of the recommendation document for each one of the 11 identified methodologies will proceed through 3 defined stages (identification of items to harmonise – stage 1; three-round eDelphi process involving the ENDOCELL working group – stage 2; data analysis and creation of the recommendation document – stage 3) and will take approximately 44 weeks. More than one methodology may be collapsed into a single ENDOCELL survey when items and procedural steps harmonise and show they are analogous. The progress of the complete ENDOCELL project can be seen on the SEUD webpage (to be further defined).

Dissemination of the ENDOCELL project outcomes

The outcome of the project, the statement and the explanatory papers will be available on the SEUD webpage and will be submitted to peer-reviewed journals for publication. Given that this study is positioned within the ambit of implementation science, the translated study findings will not only be available in peer-reviewed articles but will also be disseminated to appropriate audiences at relevant conferences, like the World Congress of Endometriosis, the annual meetings, workshops or webinars organised by ESHRE, by the
ASRM, by the EEL or by SEUD. The Steering committee will (and consensus participants will be encouraged to) publicise the study at key conferences and courses. The knowledge gained from this study will be transferable to other initiatives involving research methodologies by the participants of this particular study. Social media will also be used to disseminate the outcomes. Endorsement of this project by relevant professional societies will be sought, and they may contribute to further disseminating the results of the project.
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